Redefining the
solar industry

For safer, faster
and smarter solar
installations, insist
on the experts.

Powering every system

p 1300 818 419 f 1300 885 122
16 Kalman Drive, Boronia Vic 3155

pvconnections.com.au

A smarter approach to solar installations
It’s our unrelenting drive to enable faster, safer and smarter solar installations
that sets PV Connections apart.
Since 2009, PV Connections has been leading the Australian solar industry
for safety, quality and innovation. Based in Melbourne, we’ve evolved from
a small family business to become the go-to experts for retailers,
commercial project managers and installers right across
the country.

The unseen
power of solar
Ultimate
quality
Zero faults from over
3 millions units sold
worldwide, Benedict
DC switching
components surpass all
others for safety.

Ultimate
smarts

Our unique specialisation
We supply BoS and are passionate about searching the world
to bring our customers the very best.
These core connecting parts between the inverters and the panels
are key to the speed of the installation, and vital to the safety and
reliability of the finished system. We source and supply the safest
and highest quality parts that power solar systems.
Our niche focus on these connecting parts is unique in Australia’s
solar industry. We’re inspiring new levels of quality and safety by
educating our customers, sharing our knowledge and developing
new innovations to meet real industry needs.

When our customers needed
advisory and warning
products tough enough
to withstand Australian
conditions, we sourced best
material available globally.

Ultimate
support

You’ll find partnering with
us refreshingly simple

We’re always there when
you need us, responding
to your exact needs with
relevant advice, genuine
understanding and
tailored guidance.

Ultimate
safety
We always stay up-to-date
with changing industry
standards to ensure our
products and workmanship
remain safe and fully
compliant.

Core
connections
driving
better solar
solutions

Ultimate
innovation
We lead the way in solar
product innovation,
always seeking better
products, better
materials and better
ways of doing things.

Ultimate
time saving
Solarflex is proven
to reduce installation
time by up to 20%,
enabling faster
and easier solar
installations.

Ultimate
connections
The premium solar
connections we source are
matched by the valuable
connections we form with
our partners, customers
and suppliers.

Ultimate
expertise
With our capabilities,
experience and knowledge
on your side, you’re not only
reassured, but empowered
with the most intelligent solar
solutions on the market.

From education and guidance through to product
ordering and after-sales support, PV Connections
makes our customers’ lives easier and safer.
Our clients think of us as their partners.
We’ll collaborate closely with you, educating
and supporting you to achieve the best solar
solutions to suit your exact needs. And if a
solution doesn’t exist on the market, we have the
experience and know-how to develop it ourselves.

In an industry that’s often driven by price alone, PV Connections focuses
on value, fit-for-purpose solutions and responsive support at every stage.

